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Resource Adequacy, A Comparison of Reliability Metrics 
 

Summary from selected sections of EDC Associates’ 2017 Annual Report and Second Quarter 2017 
Forecast Update 

Reserve Margin 
The simplest form of reliability target is specified by a particular level of reserve above peak load, usually 
defined as the reserve margin ratio {(Supply – Peak Demand)/Peak Demand}. The planning target for the 
reserve margin can be set arbitrarily and empirically by observing reliability levels at various historical 
levels of reserve margin to evolve a “rule of thumb” feel for a particular value. 

The reserve margin metric is a particularly blunt and ill-defined instrument, dependent on regional 
supply and demand accounting conventions. In the old, mostly dispatchable generation world, where a 
MW of generation could generally be relied upon to be fully available when summoned, this may have 
been adequate.  However, since the rapid increase in the penetration of renewables, the reserve margin 
is no longer as representative a predictor of the reliability level. 

While most jurisdictions still express their target capacity in terms of a reserve margin, it is usually used 
as a shorthand nominal value for a more detailed calculation rather than the actual measure employed. 

Probabilistic Approach 
At any time, while demand is vibrating up and down from cyclical seasonal, diurnal and business day 
patterns and by random factors such as weather and industrial variations, supply is also vibrating up and 
down to a similar extent, in response to a largely uncorrelated1 other set of factors, including: seasonal 
efficiency factors (e.g., rainfall for hydro), planned and forced outages and derates, and changing 
strategic offer behaviours. 

                                                           
1 Since weather has an effect on several of the variables, it does create some correlation between various 
demand and supply fluctuations. 
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In 2016, for example, demand took on a wide range of values, from the minimum “baseload” demand 
(5,449 MW (AIES, i.e., without behind the fence load) to the peak hour demand (9,139 (AIES), or 11,458 
(AIL)). Available net-to-grid supply ranged from a minimum of 7,794 MW to 13,075 MW. The supply 
cushion, labeled “Surplus” on the figure above, also has a duration of values. The red area depicts those 
hours when there is actually more load than available supply. It is that small corner which describes loss 
of load events. 

The peak demand metric only reflects changes in the demand side and only for one hour of the year. A 
measure such as supply cushion (hourly available supply minus hourly load) reflects both supply and 
demand, across each hour of the year. 
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Each dot represents one hour (one year of data has 8,760 dots), with the supply measured on the x-axis 
(horizontal) and demand on the y-axis (vertical). Each parallel diagonal line (500 MW of supply cushion 
apart) shows a particular supply cushion (i.e., all the combinations of supply and demand that have the 
same supply cushion are on the same diagonal line). The top diagonal line (“45° line”) is that set of 
points where the net-to-grid supply in that hour exactly equal the AIES demand in that hour, i.e., the 
supply cushion is zero.  All points below the top diagonal line indicate hours when demand exceeds 
supply. 

Most jurisdictions have graduated to some form of probabilistic calculation, which essentially 
encompasses the same chronological (hourly) effects as using the supply cushion approach. 

Probabilistic math is harder to understand and explain than deterministic math but yields a more proper 
and defensible assessment of the actual reliability outcomes and their inherent uncertainty. It more 
completely describes the reliability effects over an entire year, hour-by-hour, not just at one peak hour. 
It also accounts properly for the diversity between loads and generators (how coincidences cancel or 
amplify their mutual effects). A reliability event is the joint occurrence of any number of different 
combinations of supply shortfall and load increase. 

As part of the probabilistic process, many jurisdictions employ the “one in ten year” guideline. Anything 
more reliable than that level is, by definition, sub-optimal (i.e., deemed to costs more than it is worth). 
Anything less than that is expected to cause more loss of value or damage than the extra capacity would 
have cost. 
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Most jurisdictions only loosely define what “one event in ten year” actually means, usually one event of 
some substantial fraction of the whole system for an indefinite time period. That is a very imprecise 
metric. It does not fully represent the three typical reliability dimensions: magnitude (MW), duration 
(hours) and frequency (number of events/time period). This imprecision may be chosen purposefully, 
making it more difficult to prove culpability for failing to provide a stipulated level of service. 

Therefore, as jurisdictions have matured, they have generally moved to some probabilistic assessment 
of reliability, such as Loss of Load Expectation (LoLE), Loss of Load Hours (LoLH) or, Normalized Expected 
Unserved Energy (NEUE). 

LOLE (Loss of Load Expectation): Under this metric, an event is considered to have occurred whenever 
any amount of load in a day, however small, has not been met. Originally, the metric was calculated 
during only the peak load hour of the day, although some jurisdictions now consider a loss of load in any 
hour as an event for that day. It does not consider the duration or the magnitude of the shortfall. A one 
MW shortfall lasting one hour or a 200 MW event lasting all day are both considered as one event. The 
typical reliability target for this metric is often set at 0.1 days/year (one day experiencing an event in 10 
years). This is the most stringent of the four metrics discussed in EDC’s Annual Study. 

LOLH (Loss of Load Hours): Under this metric, an event is considered to have occurred if any amount of 
shortfall has occurred in that hour.  Like LOLE, this metric, does not consider magnitude, however, it 
does consider duration. Some jurisdictions such as the Southwest Power Pool use a standard of 2.4 
hours/year of LOLH. The 0.1 day/year LOLE is not interchangeable with a 2.4 LOLH. In fact, the 0.1 LOLE 
is significantly harsher, allowing about one-fifth as many MWh of lost load, because most events last less 
than a full day. 

NEUE (Normalized Expected Unserved Energy): The expected amount of load (MWh) that will not be 
served in a given year. The metric can be normalized (i.e., divided by total system load) to create a 
Normalized Expected Unserved Energy (NEUE) metric. Systems that use this metric tend to set a 
standard of between 0.001% MWh and 0.003% of lost load/annual system MWh served. The very similar 
Alberta Long Term Adequacy target of 800 MWh/year, normalized to the year of its inception, 2008, 
works out to a NEUE of 0.0014%. 

The AESO’s Long Term Adequacy (LTA) program was adopted in 2008 after months of constructive 
participant consultation, the AESO developed a process to give the government tangible assurances that 
reliability would never become an issue for Alberta. The AESO was mandated to manage that threshold 
by forecasting the total MWh of unserved load expected over a two-year horizon and publishing that 
figure quarterly. To date, that threshold has never been significantly breached.  The 2008 Long Term 
Adequacy rule currently authorizes the AESO, if a breach is imminent within that two-year horizon, to 
competitively contract for an amount of capacity which would preclude such a breach.  LTA rules 
currently set a threshold of the equivalent of 1,600 MWh of lost load over a two-year period (or 800 
MWh/year). However, breaching this target does not necessarily mean that action will be taken. For 
example, between 2012 and 2013, almost 2,200 MW of load was lost because demand exceeded supply, 
but no capacity was contracted. The last load shed event prior to 2012 occurred in 2006 (each time in 
July). No load shed events have occurred since 2013. 

The 2008 Alberta LTA consultative group managed to largely remove the LOLE ambiguity by 
equivalencing any involuntarily unserved load event into terms of total MWh. Any combination (see 
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Table 18 of Annual Report) of frequency, size and duration which accumulates to more than the 
equivalent MWh of one full hour of the complete system being unavailable in a ten-year period, would 
breach the threshold.2 

 

The LTA team debated that 100 events of 1/100th the size might be perceived as poorer or better 
reliability than one large event with the same total MWh. However, for the sake of simplicity, that 
concern was dismissed by the LTA group in 2008. 

Important Considerations 
Although most US systems follow the 0.1/year LOLE standard, most have discussed changing it because 
it neither considers the duration nor magnitude of load shed, and may be too stringent a measure, 
leading to procurement of a level of reliability that may not be economically optimal. The North 
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) has recommended system operators consider adopting 
NEUE standards, although no single NEUE threshold has been adopted (jurisdictions using NEUE have 
standards ranging from 0.001% to 0.002% (Australia’s National Energy Market and South West 
Interconnected System) or 0.003%. 

The choice of reliability targets is somewhat arbitrary, so it is important for system operators to 
understand how capacity procurements and costs change between different reliability metrics. 

                                                           
2 8.000 MW (2008 average AIL load) at an 81.2% capacity factor (from 2008) will generate 70,000,000 MWh 
in a year. 800 MWh of lost load would yield a NUME factor of 800/70,000.000=) 0.0000114 MWh of lost 
load per MWh of annual total served load. 
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No jurisdiction should aim for a complete absence of reliability events. That would be prohibitively 
expensive and actually not achievable. Reliability follows the inviolable law of diminishing marginal 
returns. At some point, adding to reliability creates less value than the extra cost of providing it. 

The end-use customer will typically experience less than a few minutes of load loss per year on a 
system-wide basis, as compared to total customer outages averaging hundreds of minutes per year 
because of distribution system outages. 

The common 1-in-10-year lost load level due to inadequate generation is much more stringent than 
what is considered acceptable in the transmission or distribution segments of the electricity delivery 
system. The vast majority of lost load (99%) is caused by transmission and distribution events. The 
number of MWh of involuntary loss of load due to such things as falling trees and traffic accidents in the 
transmission and distribution system is several orders of magnitude larger than the MWh lost to 
inadequate levels of generation. To an end-user, the outage looks identical. Yet, for some reason, 
regulatory agencies consider inadequate generation as more harmful and more to be avoided. In a 
typical outage caused by generation shortfall, only a small number of customers are typically affected 
and only for a small number of minutes. 

In any event, some central planning agent typically determines a prudent level of reliability and power 
quality and the extent of abnormal circumstances under which reliability would still be planned to be 
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met either based on local concerns or on the standards set by regional or national bodies (e.g., FERC, 
NERC, WECC). 

Although the level is set by a central agency, in most jurisdictions, that level is vigorously vetted by 
stakeholders of all stripes, typically in a quasi-judicial, formal and intense regulatory setting. It is based 
much more on science and established regulatory precedent than on short-term politics. 

Reliability Target Sensitivities 
A reliability level expressed in terms of any one of the three metrics could be expressed in terms of the 
other two metrics, albeit with different numerical values for the same level of reliability: . The various 
measures, because they do not account equally for duration and magnitude, are not perfectly 
translatable, even for the same reliability across time within a jurisdiction, and certainly not across 
jurisdictions with different load factors, generation blends and market rules than Alberta. 

The following table does provide a fairly meaningful comparison for the Alberta market, building just 
enough generation to exactly meet the same reliability standard expressed in one of three metrics, then 
calculating the reliability in terms of each of the other two metrics that fell out of that same 
combination of generation fleet makeup and demand, i.e., the same reliability, just expressed in terms 
of the other metrics. Numbers in red font indicate that the model failed the reliability standard in that 
given year for the typical value used with the definition noted in the header. 

It then runs that pattern through 300 iterations of a Monte Carlo simulation and calculates the mean 
load shed value. The methodology finds the smallest build pattern for new dispatchable generation for 
which the mean of those seeds will just meet the specified reliability. 

For example, in the first set of columns, the reliability level is set at a level typically specified for the 
LOLE target (0.1 days with an event/year). The generation fleet capacity is augmented by the smallest 
amount of new generation that will still yield a reliability that is just under (i.e., more reliable) that 
value.3 The table shows what value the other metrics would have recorded using their respective 
definition for that exact same reliability. The data is extremely volatile and is very scattered by year, but 
is quite well behaved when averaged across the whole study period. When LOLE is just under 0.1 
days/year, LOLH records an event in about 0.3 hours/year. NEUE registers about 0.000001 MWh of 
loss/annual served MWh (0.0001%, i.e., one extra zero). 

                                                           
3 Because of the lumpiness of generation additions (set at 100 MW per generator addition in this study, 
regardless if it is simple cycle or combined cycle), it is difficult to find a generation build pattern that precisely 
hits the targeted reliability. The model solves for the smallest amount of generation to be built that still does 
not exceed a threshold in the year, so it is typically a slightly better reliability than required. 
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If the amount of generation built is set to meet the less stringent NEUE standard of 0.00001 
MWh/served MWh (0.001%), the LOLE metric is about 0.5 days/year (i.e., 5 times less stringent than the 
LOLE of 0.1 days/year) and the LOLH hits about 2.4 hours/year. If the system were to meet the slightly 
less stringent AESO LTA standard NEUE of 0.00001144, LOLE and LOLH will be marginally higher yet.  
Because LOLE does not reflect duration or magnitude, it is the most unstable metric and the least 
correlated with the other metrics. 

Impacts 
EDCA expressed the impacts of each reliability level in terms of five metrics: generation buildout, gross 
MW, reserve margin, cumulative UCAP, and pool price and capacity payment.  EDCA also presented 
results for the energy only market for comparison purposes. 

EDCA cautions that the results of the study are only valid to the extent the set of assumptions remain 
applicable.  EDCA holds several assumptions constant across sensitivities like core-macroeconomic 
assumptions, load growth, natural gas prices, GHG compliance costs, which are available in EDC reports.  
EDCA introduces random fluctuations in many of these variables and unplanned generation outages.  
Opportunistic offer behavior in the energy market is assumed to continue.  Cogeneration grows with 
onsite load requirements and not according to electricity market dynamics.  Coal is retired as per the 
“Cliff” retirement schedule (maximum of existing Federal legislation of the Alberta proposed cap of 2030) 
and no coal to gas conversions are assumed. The cheapest 5,000 MW of new renewables are added by 
2030 (currently assumed to be wind), using a linear schedule of additions not timed to coal retirements.  
Although the AESO has made no design choices to date, EDCA has assumed some common capacity 
market design elements for all scenarios. The choice of this particular combination should not be 
construed as EDCA’s preferred choice of outcomes or even the most likely, merely one of many possible 
alternative plausible outcomes. The (capacity) product is assumed to be for a full-year, not seasonal. 
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Alberta is winter peaking but still needs capacity to be available to meet summer and shoulder month 
demand. In the summer, the high ambient temperature degrades the performance of gas generation and 
lowers wind speeds and air density. EDCA’s probabilistic modeling emulates these seasonal derating 
factors and planned outage schedules. 

The 0.1/year LOLE target, an equivalent to NEUE at about 0.0001% or about 80 MWh/year vs. AESO LTA 
equivalent of 0.00114%, or 800 MWh/year, (i.e., one eighth the allowance) produces the most reliable 
system, but comes at the cost procuring more new simple-cycle and combined-cycle capacity, 7,000 MW 
vs. 6,300 MW at NEUE. Under the 2.4 LOLH criteria, gas-fired capacity would amount to 6,500 MW and 
under the LTA 6,540 MW. 

 

Resulting reserve margins 
Under 0.1 LOLE, the Alberta market shows a reserve margin that is sometimes as much as 5 percentage 
points higher than other metrics. 
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Pool Prices 
Between the most and least stringent reliability targets tested (LOLE=0.1 days vs. NEUE at 0.001% of 
served MWh), pool prices before 2020 would be virtually identical to the energy-only market because 
the over-supply situation, even after the legislated coal retirements at the end of 2019, would be 
adequate to precludes any new builds. In the 2021-2023 period, the pool price under LOLE=0.1 days 
would track well below the other reliability levels because of its larger procurement of new supply, then 
track parallel until the tail-end of the forecast. Under this most stringent standard, power prices would 
immediately collapse in 2021 as more new supply was procured, driving the 2021-2024 pool prices 22% 
lower than the other reliability levels, and the back-end about 28% lower. The capacity payments under 
0.1 LOLE would be correspondingly higher. 

New supply would be needed sooner under 2.4 LOLH than under the energy-only design, putting early 
downwards pressure on the price starting in 2023, with the back-end of the forecast finishing almost 
15% lower than the energy-only line. 
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These are just typical reliability modeling benchmarks. Pool prices could be lower still if the AESO chose 
to procure additional capacity and enhance reliability above industry norms as it has in transmission 
reliability.   

Pool prices at the NEUE threshold parallel the energy-only market price because of how close their fleet 
sizes are to each other. However, it should be noted that EDCA did not assume that energy offers would 
be mitigated to marginal variable costs in any of the sensitivities; under that scenario energy prices 
would be lower and resulting capacity prices higher. 

Cost of Capacity 
Figure 88 of EDCA’s Annual Study compares the cost of capacity ($/MW-Day) for the different reliability 
levels. Costs are calculating by subtracting the expected margins from energy and ancillary services, 
from the annualized cost of entry of the most expensive unit needed to clear the auction in a given year 
(i.e., the participant’s net CONE). A small risk premium is added to the Net CONE to adjust for long-run 
uncertainty, which is slightly smaller than the premium added to levelized costs for the energy only 
price, since it is purely merchant risk compared to the one year capacity contract which has less price 
risk.4 This creates a strong link between the energy market and the capacity market. If developers feel 
they will earn additional revenues from energy sales, they will lower their capacity bid. If they hold the 
view that the capacity market will be oversupplied to the detriment of energy prices, they will raise their 
capacity offer. 

                                                           
4 This is an assumption yet to be tested by the market. 
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Because of the sharp reduction (25-30%) in pool prices under the highest reliability level, LOLE requires a 
significant capacity cost (in excess of $300/MW-Day, which supports an annual revenue requirement 
from a front-end capital cost of about $1 Million/MW). 

A 0.1 LOLE reliability threshold requires new supply to be procured in the very first auction (2021) 
whereas, at 0.001% NEUE, new supply is not needed until about 2025 (assuming no existing coal units 
retire early). 
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Cumulative costs under LOLE approach $23 billion (because of the subdued pool prices) whereas, the 
figures are disproportionately lower for less stringent reliability levels, $7 .5 billion under LOLH and $5 
billion under NEUE. 

EDCA provides additional sensitivities around the reliability forecast. In particular, EDCA explores a more 
stringent calculation of the probabilistic approach by adding a confidence level to the mean of the 
reliability measure.   

In its latest Quarterly Update, EDCA analyzed the cost of the REP program under the different reliability 
thresholds.  Figure 105 of the Q2 Report shows the cumulative REP cost under 0.1LOLE and 0.001% 
NEUE.  
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The higher the reliability threshold, the more generation capacity is procured and the lower energy 
prices fall. This means that the government will have to pay a larger contract for differences from the 
renewable strike price, which should be the same regardless of market design or reliability level. 

EDCA also estimated the cumulative GHG revenues from the electricity sector between models to 
determine the cumulative GHG revenues net of CLP costs.  Figure 107 of the Q2 Report shows the results. 
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Finally, EDC concluded that emissions between model are not expected to be materially different. 
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